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THAVADY WEB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING MINTUES 
 

COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON FRIDAY APRIL 9,2004 AT 6.00 P.M 
AT MR.GANESHALINGAM’S HOME AT 3040 CONSTITUTION BLVD. UNIT#139 

MISSISSAUGA  
 

The following web executive committee members participated in this meeting: 
 

1. Basgaran Appakkuddy 
2. Buvanesan Swamyratnasarma 
3. Ganeshalingam Subramaniam 
4. Kalaranji Viykundanathar 
5. Karunabalan Thambirajah 
6. Nadesh Ponnuthurai 
7. Raguparan Krisnapillai 
8. Sarwananthan S. Kandiah 
9. Subhodini Pappa Raj 
 

a) The meeting started at about 6:15 pm. All that attended introduced themselves. Also 
the members gave their special thanks to Karunabalan for creating the web site as 
well as to Basgaran for coming up with the idea of creating a web site.  

  
b) Karunabalan gave a brief summary about the Thavady web and the features of it. 

Also he noted that this web site is useful for everybody. The members were given an 
opportunity to come up with ideas. All the members agreed that this web would be an 
excellent communication device to connect all Thavady members. Also, most of the 
members said that this site would be a resource center for our future generation.  

 
c) Sarwananthan gave a brief summary about the Code of Conduct, and requested the 

members who attended the meeting to come up with any new suggestions. Also the 
committee agreed to post this Code of Conduct on the web site, as a rough draft for 
the Thavady community members all over the world to come with any suggestions or 
changes within two (2) months before it is posted as final.  

 
d)  Buvanesan who recently went to Thavady, came with the following 

proposals, which has to handed over to the Thavady Get-together committee 
to be implemented:  

 
• Build a second floor for the Thavady School. 
• Buying a land for the Thavady temple, but use it as the Thavady School 

playground.  
 

e) The following decisions have been taken at the meeting by the committee members: 
 

1. Domain sponsorship for the Thavady Web Site  



 The committee members have agreed to let Mr. V. Ganeshwara (Kannan) sponsor the Thavady 
web site for the next three (3) years.  
   
2. The members of the Thavady Web Committee shall bear the cost of the same after period of 
three years if Sponsorship is not available. 
  
3. The Committee has decided to give the “Concern form for posting documents or pictures” to 
those who want to post anything on the web. 
  
4. The Committee has decided to encourage youngsters to participate in this website. The 
members of this committee also agreed to bring their children as well as others to form a 
committee for the younger generation, within 3 months. As a result they can promote the activities 
of this website with their talents, knowledge, latest techniques, new ideas etc. 
  
5. Have decided to publish the request of the Principal of the Thavady School in contributing to 
construct the second story of the school building. As well as agreed to publish the request of the 
Thavady Temple Trust Committee, who wanted to buy land using the Thavady Temple name for 
the use of the Thavady school playground.    
  
6. Decided to publish all festivals of Thavady Temples, which are: 

• Thavady Vaitha Venayagar Temple 
• Thavady Pathra Kali Temple 
 

 
f) When the question period came along, Nadesh came with the idea of joining the 

Thavady web committee and the Thavady Get-together committee as one. All 
the members who were there noted that the goals of the Thavady web and the 
Thavady Get-together are different. Also the Canada Thavady get-together 
committee has a limitation that they can only function in Canada, but the Web 
committee can function all over the world through the internet. In addition, the 
Thavady web committee will be constructed with some representative 
members from other Thavady committees; for example, we already have 4 
members from the Thavady Get-together committee in the Web committee. 
Also the Thavady web committee members agreed to bring active members 
from other countries as well as from the Thavady village.   
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